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LATINO ART NOW! 16TH Annual Latino Art Auction + Exhibition 
Exhibition: March 7—April 26, 2014 
MACLA presents Latino Art Now! 16th Annual Art Auction + Exhibition, from March 7 through April 
26, 2014. The auction includes work by established contemporary artists from the Bay Area and 
beyond. The artists have generously donated selections from their current work, including paintings, 
light installations, sculpture, collage, mixed-media work, and photography, reflecting the breadth of 
visual arts media for which MACLA is known. The auction welcomes both experienced and first-time 
collectors and consists of a silent auction at the gallery and a live auction for selected work on April 
26, 2014. Auction proceeds support MACLA’s programs in the visual arts, performing & literary arts, 
youth arts education; and, community development through the arts, which reach over 30,000 
people annually. 
 

Collecting Art Panel: March 25, 2014, 6:00 p.m. 
This discussion gives an overview of contemporary Latino art, the contemporary art market, 

and some perspectives for first-time art collectors.  

 
Carmen Castellano, President of Trustees, Castellano Family Foundation 

The Castellano Family Foundation supports organizations that are in or serve 
Santa Clara County. Guided by the values of community, family, social change, 
empathy, and integrity, the foundation works toward promoting Latino arts and 
culture, enabling Latino youth and youth of color to achieve their education 
goals, and investing in the leadership of Latinos and their nonprofit partners. In 

addition to her leadership in the foundation, Carmen is a member of the National Association of 
Latino Arts and Culture board of directors, the Latina Coalition of Silicon Valley, the Santa Clara 
County Office of Education Artspiration Steering Committee, and a Fellow of the American 
Leadership Forum. www.castellano-ff.org 

 
Todd Hosfelt, Todd Hosfelt Gallery 

Todd is the owner of Todd Hosfelt Gallery in San Francisco. Previously, he 
worked at the Ansel Adams Friends of Photography gallery and the Haines 
Gallery before opening his own gallery in 1996. The gallery represents and 
exhibits emerging and established local and international contemporary 
artists, including Shirin Neshat, Jim Campbell, Jay DeFeo, Liliana Porter, 

Rina Banerjee, Julie Chang, Chris Ballantyne, and Lordy Rodriguez. www.hosfeltgallery.com 
 
Tino Rodriguez, Artist 

Tino Rodriguez is based in San Francisco. He received his MFA from the 
University of Albuquerque, his BFA from the San Francisco Art Institute, 
and studied in the Sorbonne. His work is in the collections of the San Jose 
Museum of Art, the Crocker Art Museum, and the Nevada Museum of Art 
Reno. His paintings reflect his cultural background and aesthetic interests, 

including the Catholic churches of Mexico, Mexican storytelling traditions, and Aztec & Mayan 
myths. In his paintings such different cultural influences now commingle with art historical 
references, Hindu deities and allusions to the contemporary world. Rodriguez' work also challenges 
received gender ideologies, another strategy with personal roots. 
 
 
 
 


